that the deviation is largest for small input steps as is predicted by (14) and (15). The traditional simplified model is only able to approximate the slewing behavior for large phase margin and a small slew ratehandwidth ratio. Our model on the other hand is general and can predict the slewing behavior for all conditions.
that the deviation is largest for small input steps as is predicted by (14) and (15) . The traditional simplified model is only able to approximate the slewing behavior for large phase margin and a small slew ratehandwidth ratio. Our model on the other hand is general and can predict the slewing behavior for all conditions.
We have designed two circuits, one using the simplified expression for slew rate and the other using our model for slew rate. Both circuits were designed for ( S R = 10 VlpS, CL = 10 pF, Cc = I O pF, U G F = 6 MHz, &, = 45"). Other design parameters and measured and predicted slew rates are shown in the bottom half of Table I . The numbers in top row of the bottom half correspond to the circuit designed using the simplified model and the numbers in the bottom row correspond to the circuit designed using our model. The slew rate numbers in the last two columns are values predicted by our model. It is clear that more predictable slew rates are possible by using our model. The output waveform for a positive and a negative step for the two circuits is shown in Fig. 5 .
IV. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed the slewing behavior of a two stage Miller compensated CMOS amplifier. In this paper we have presented analytical expressions for the amplifier response during slewing. Using this expression for the output voltage we have developed an improved formula to calculate the effective slew rate. We also presented a closed form equation to determine the necessary tail current. The effect of the load capacitance, device sizes and bias currents are included in these new models. It was shown that smallsignal models cannot be used to predict slewing behavior. Results from SPICE simulations were used to validate our analysis and design methodology. Our model is general and is applicable for all design parameters and simplifies to the traditional model ( S R = I1/Cc) for small values of Y.
A New Composite Gradient Algorithm to Achieve Global Convergence

Gyula Simon and Gibor PCceli
Abstract-Insufficient-order system identification can result in a multimodal mean square error surface on which a gradient-type algorithm may converge to a local minimum. In this letter a new composite gradient algorithm (CGA) is presented which is due to achieve global convergence when the output error surface contains local minima. The proposed algorithm combines the useful properties of the output error (OE) and equation error (EE) adaptive filtering methods using a new dynamic error surface. The CGA provides a single convergence point for the gradientsearch algorithm independently of the initial conditions. The "global convergence" conjecture is illustrated by simulation examples showing good global convergence properties even in such undermodeled cases when the Steiglitz-McBride algorithm fails.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to their simplicity gradient search methods play an important role in recursive identification and adaptive filtering algorithms. One of the best known gradient-type algorithm is the output error (OE) method which finds the minimum of the mean square error (MSE) surface related to the output error. The OE algorithm performs well when the error surface is unimodal. In practical cases, however, often there is no a priori knowledge of the degree of the unknown system or it is too large. In these cases the model is "insufficient" and the error surface may be multimodal [ll- [3] .
There are known conditions for the unimodality of the OE surface [I] , [ 2 ] , but since the system is unknown, these requirements often cannot be met. Thus different initial points can lead the algorithm to different (local) minima. Another possible way to overcome the problem of local minima is the use of other error surfaces. The equation error (EE) surface is a unimodal (quadratic) function of the coefficients but the minimum point can be far from the global minimum of the OE surface [l] . Promising solutions are the algorithms with error surfaces composed from "OE-like" and "EElike" elements [4], [5] . In the next chapter some known algorithms are surveyed and then a new dynamic composite algorithm is proposed with illustrative properties of the error surface. Fig. 1 shows a general adaptive filter model with the unknown system H(P), the input, desired and the output signals are ~( n ) .
GRADIENT ALGORITHMS WITH COMPOSITE ERROR SURFACES
Manuscript received August 3, 1994; revised June 3, 1995 . This paper was recommended by Associate Editor S. Kiaei. d ( n ) and y(n), respectively. We will assume here the input signal to be white (in the experiments normally distributed random noise was used). The adaptation mechanism gets z ( n ) . d ( n ) and e(.) and tries to adjust the filter coefficients cy's and 8's so that the mean square error (i.e., E { e Z } ) is minimum.
When local minima exist a simple OE gradient search method may converge to a shallow local minimum point instead of the global one. Fig. 2(a) shows an OE surface with two minimum points [3] .
It is clear that a simple gradient search method cannot guarantee global convergence on a surface like this. A possible solution can be the use of a composite error surface (CES) on which the gradient search leads the parameters to or close to the global minimum point of the original OE surface.
The simplest CES is the EE surface. In this case the adaptation mechanism contains an EE algorithm, and the OE model parameters are the copies of the parameters of the EE model. This method provides one convergence point but since the minimum point of EE method usually differs from that of the OE method, this algorithm generally has bias as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
A good example of CES is the Steiglitz-McBride method. The SMM defines the gradient of the CES the following way:
The difference between the SMM and the OE method is that in the expression of gradient the output signal y ( n ) is replaced by the desired signal d ( n ) , which renders the properties of the algorithm between the EE and OE methods. Fig. 2(c) shows an example of the CES of the SMM. The example clearly shows that the CES of the SMM has one minimum point and it is close to the global minimum point of the OE surface. This "global convergence" phenomenon was observed and partly explained in [4] , and necessary conditions are also presented. In many practical cases these requirements are met, but there can be one or more minima which can be far from either the global or local minima of the OE surface (see Fig.  5 ).
The Composite Regressor Algorithm (CRA) [5] can be considered as a dynamic CES method, although in [5] the multimodal case is not considered and the structure is not completely equivalent to the model shown in Fig. I . The regressor is defined as a convex sum of an OE and EE regressor
The composition of the regressor-and thus the error surface-is determined by the regression composition parameter 5 (10, which can vary in time. If y = 1, the CRA is equivalent to the EE method, while 7 =O means a pure OE algorithm. The proposed Composite Gradient Algorithm is the based upon a similar idea. 
THE COMPOSITE GRADIENT ALGORITHM (CGA)
Consider the adaptive system shown in Fig. 1 . The output of the filter and the (output) error are
The adaptation mechanism contains an EE structure with output ye and error e? as follows:
The parameters a's and 4's of the EE structure are the same as in (3) . Let us define a MSE surface as the convex sum of the OE and EE MSE surfaces defined by (3) and (4). Thus the gradient of this CES can be computed as the convex sum of the OE and EE gradients The parameter update mechanism is a simple gradient search
where X is the gradient composition parameter. method where 6 is the stepsize. Fig. 3 shows an example how the distorted error surface of the CGA changes from EE to OE MSE surface vs. the composition parameter. It is clearly visible that the original (EE) global minimum moves to the global minimum of the OE surface as X decreases and the local minimum appears only later. The CGA algorithm starts with X = 1 and waits until the parameters converge to the (EE) minimum. After convergence to the EE minimum the composition parameter is decreased and the parameters trapped by the pitfall move along with the new error surface in the wandering "global" minimum until the composition parameter decreases to zero and the error surface becomes the OE surface. Once the parameters are trapped by a minimum (hopefully by the "global" one), the other minima appearing later cannot affect the convergence and the parameters are led to the global minimum of the OE surface.
V. SIMULATION EXAMPLES (6)
The algorithm is defined by (3)-(6) . A second order "unknown"
Iv. CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES OF THE CGA
While the composition parameter X is close to 1 the behavior of the algorithm is identical to that of the EE, so the speed of convergence is determined by the eigenvalue spread of the Hessian matrix [l]. If X tends to zero the error surface becomes similar to the OE surface where the convergence analysis is largely unsolved, but the speed of convergence is probably influenced by the eigenvalues of the Hessian
U].
The composition parameter must be set to 1 until the parameters find the original minimum of the EE surface. Then the decay rate of X must be "small enough" so that the parameters can follow the wandering minimum. In the next examples the composition system and a first order adaptive filter were used to provide multimodal MSE Fig. 4 shows a simulation example with the same system as shown in Fig. 3 does not satisfy the requirements stated in [4] , thus the SMM failed to converge to the global minimum when the initial parameters were close to the local minimum. The CRA does not use true gradient values [5] so the algorithm can not find the true global minimum. The CGA performed well independently of the starting point.
VI. CONCLUSION In this letter a new candidate algorithm was presented to achieve global convergence in case of multimodal mean square error surface. The algorithm uses a composite error surface composed from OE and EE surfaces and the global convergence is achieved by dynamic update of the composition. The algorithm is known to have one possible minimum without bias. The global convergence and stability properties of the algorithm are under investigation, but the simulation examples are promising.
